Matthew 5 Resources

HENRY ALFORD

- Matthew 5 Commentary - less Greek
- Matthew 5 Commentary

GREG ALLEN

- Matthew 5:1-12 The Disciple's Portrait
- Matthew 5:3 Rich are the Poor
- Matthew 5:4 Blessed Mourners
- Matthew 5:5 The Meek Inherit
- Matthew 5:6 Hungry for Holiness
- Matthew 5:7 Mercy to the Merciful
- Matthew 5:8 Pure Hearts See God
- Matthew 5:9 The Peacemakers' Blessing
- Matthew 5:10-12 The Blessedness of the Persecuted
- Matthew 5:13-16 Salt and Light
- Matthew 5:17-20 God's Law Abides
- Matthew 5:21-26 Heart-Murder
- Matthew 5:21-26 First Be Reconciled!
- Matthew 5:27-30 Hidden Lust
- Matthew 5:31-32 Honoring the Sacred Bond
- Matthew 5:33-37 True to Our Word
- Matthew 5:38-42 Releasing Our Rights
- Matthew 5:43-48 A Love as Wide as God's

STEVE ANDREWS

- Matthew 5:1-9 Reconstructing Your Heart

MICHAEL ANDRUS - well done, average about 10 pages each

- Matthew 5:1-2 Character Qualities of a Counter Cultural Christian
- Matthew 5:17-26 What Does Acceptable Righteousness Look Like
- Matthew 5:27–5:32 Hard Sayings on Adultery, Divorce, and Remarriage
- Matthew 5:33-48 Abnormal Kingdom Living

JACK ARNOLD

- Matthew 5:1-4
- Matthew 5:5-7
**BILL BALDWIN**

- Intro to the Sermon on the Mount - The Ethics of the Kingdom
- Matthew 5:1-12 - The Blessings of the Kingdom
- Matthew 5:13-16 - Salt and Light

**WILLIAM BARCLAY**

- Matthew 5 Commentary - Daily Study Bible online

**ALBERT BARNES**

- Matthew 5 Commentary

**BRIAN BELL**

- Matthew 5 Commentary (from his sermon notes)
- Matthew 5:1-3 Because I'm Happy
- Matthew 5:4-7 Happy Are the Sad
- Matthew 5:5 The Meek are Not Weak
- Matthew 5:6-7 Thirsty Souls & Hungry Hearts
- Matthew 5:7 Men of Mercy
- Matthew 5:8 Pure Hearts
- Matthew 5:9 God's Silent Sentry
- Matthew 5:10 I Never Promised You a Rose Garden
- Matthew 5:13 White Gold (Salt)
- Matthew 5:14-16 - You Are God's Light
- Matthew 5:27-32 - Pandemic
- Matthew 5:33-48 - Spiritual Germination

**CHIP BELL**

- Matthew 5-7 Introduction
- Matthew 5:1-5 Lifestyles of the Poor and Nameless
- Matthew 5:6-8 With Liberty and Justice For Me
- Matthew 5:9-12 Peace without Honor
- Matthew 5:13-16 Oh My Goodness
Matthew 5:1-2 Series Introduction
Matthew 5:3-12 The Basis of Blessing (1)
Matthew 5:3-12 The Basis of Blessing (2)
Matthew 5:13 The Salt of the Earth
Matthew 5:14-16 The Light of the World
Matthew 5:17-20 Christ: The Fulfillment of the Law
Matthew 5:21-26 A Word Concerning Murder
Matthew 5:27-30 A Word Concerning Morality
Matthew 5:31-32 A Word Concerning Divorce (1)
Matthew 5:31-32 A Word Concerning Divorce (2)
Matthew 5:33-37 A Word Concerning Character
Matthew 5:38-42 A Word Concerning Confrontation
Matthew 5:43-48 Love Beyond Limits

JOHANN A BENGENL

Matthew 5 Commentary
Matthew 6 Commentary
Matthew 5 Commentary -- The Critical English Testament Commentary
Matthew 6 Commentary -- The Critical English Testament Commentary

JOSEPH BENSON

Matthew 5 Commentary

BIBLICAL ILLUSTRATOR

Matthew 5 Commentary

BRIAN BILL

Matthew 5:1-2 Developing a Disciple's Attitude
Matthew 5:3 The Poverty of Self-Sufficiency
Matthew 5:4 The Gladness of Sadness
Matthew 5:5 Meek Does Not Mean Weak
Matthew 5:6 The Happiness of a Hungry Heart
Matthew 5:7 The Benefits of Showing Mercy
Matthew 5:8 Pursuing Purity in an Impure World
Matthew 5:9 Making Peace in the Midst of Conflict
Matthew 5:10-12 The Blessing No One Wants

HORATIUS BONAR

Matthew 5:45 His Sun - scroll down for this note

JOHN BROADUS

Matthew 5 Commentary

WILLIAM BURKITT

Matthew 5 Commentary

JOHN CALVIN

Matthew 5 Commentary

ALAN CARR

Matthew 5:13 Ye Are The Salt Of The Earth
Matthew 5:14-16 This Little Light Of Mine
Matthew 5:17-20 The Path To True Righteousness

ARTHUR CARR

Matthew 5 Commentary - Cambridge Bible for Schools and Colleges
Matthew 5 Commentary - Cambridge Greek Testament for Schools and Colleges
more Greek text

RICH CATHERS

Matthew 5-7
Matthew 5:1-37
Matthew 5:38-6:34

OSWALD CHAMBERS - My Utmost for His Highest

Matthew 5:3
- Matthew 5:3
- Matthew 5:8
- Matthew 5:3-10
- Matthew 5:20
- Matthew 5:23
- Matthew 5:23-24
- Matthew 5:25
- Matthew 5:26
- Matthew 5:30
- Matthew 5:39
- Matthew 5:41
- Matthew 5:48

**KNOX CHAMBLIN**

- Matthew 5:1-16
- Matthew 5:17-48

**IMANUEL CHRISTIAN**

- Matthew 5:8 Blessed Are the Pure in Heart

**ADAM CLARKE**

- Matthew 5 Commentary

**THOMAS CONSTABLE**

- Matthew 5 Commentary

**LENNY CORRELL**

- Matthew 5:6 Hungering and Thirsting after Righteousness

**W A CRISWELL**

- Matthew 5:13-16 Salt and Light
- Matthew 5:17-20 The Law and the Prophets
- Matthew 5:20 Kingdom Righteousness
- Matthew 5:27-30 Pornography and Perversion
- Matthew 5:41 The Christian Extra (another)
- Matthew 5:38-48 The Second Mile
- Matthew 5:38-48 The Jesus Way, The Jesus Life

**DAVID CRUMP** - Journal Article
Matthew 5-7 - Applying the Sermon on the Mount Once you have Read it

RON DANIEL - Sermon Notes

Matthew 4:25-5:16
Matthew 5:17-6:18

JAMES DAVIS

Matthew 5:38-42 Jesus and the Law of Retaliation [Lex Talionis]

BOB DEFFINBAUGH

Matthew 5:1-13 “Blessed Are the Poor in Spirit”
Matthew 5:4 Blessed Are Those who Mourn
Matthew 5:6 Hungering and Thirsting after Righteousness
Matthew 5:8 Blessed Are the Pure in Heart
Matthew 5:13-16 A Pinch of Salt in the Recipe for Persecution
Matthew 5:17-20 Not to Abolish But to Fulfill
Matthew 5:27-30 Avoiding the Sin of Adultery
Matthew 5:33-37 Yes or No Is Enough
Matthew 5:38-42 Jesus and the Law of Retaliation [Lex Talionis]

JOHN DUMMELOW

Matthew 5 Commentary

J LIGON DUNCAN

Matthew 5:1-5 The Citizens of the Kingdom I
Matthew 5:6-7 The Citizens of the Kingdom II
Matthew 5:8-10 The Citizens of the Kingdom III
Matthew 5:11-12 The Kingdom Citizen's Blessedness
Matthew 5:13-16 The Kingdom Citizens in the World
Matthew 5:17-20 Jesus and the Law
Matthew 5:21-26 God's Law vs. Human Tradition: Part I
Matthew 5:33-37 God's Law vs. Human Tradition: Part 4

EARLY CHURCH FATHERS
Jonathan Edwards

Matthew 5:8 The Pure in Heart Blessed

Charles R Erdman

Matthew 5 Commentary

Explore the Bible

Matthew 5:1-12 Quality Is Job One
Matthew 5:13-20 High-Impact Believers
Matthew 5:21-32 The Heart of the Matter
Matthew 5:33-48 Respect-Find Out What It Means
Matthew 5:20-26,38-48 Strive (ENABLED BY THE SPIRIT) for Godly Perfection

Expositor's Bible Commentary - John Gibson

Matthew 5 Commentary

Expositor's Greek Testament - A B Bruce

Matthew 5 Commentary
Matthew 6 Commentary
Matthew 7 Commentary

Rick Ezell

Matthew 5:6 Hungering for the Righteousness of God
Matthew 5:13-16 Making A Lasting Impact
Matthew 5:13-16 Your Mission in the Marketplace

Don Fortner

Matthew - Discovering Christ in Matthew (>900pp, Note Fortner is not literal on prophecy)
Matthew 5:1-12 Who Is Blessed of God
Matthew 5:8 Blessed are The Pure in Heart
Matthew 5:13-20 Lessons From Salt Light and The Law
Matthew 5:20 Six Aspects of Righteousness
Matthew 5:21-26 How Can I Come to God's Altar
Matthew 5:21-26 The Altar, The Adversary and the Agreement
Matthew 5:21-26 The Altar the Adversary the Agreement
Matthew 5:21-26 The Altar, The Adversary and the Agreement
Matthew 5:21-48 Seven Vital Lessons

A C GAEBELEIN

Matthew 5 Annotated Bible

JOHN GILL

Matthew 5 Commentary

GOSPEL COALITION

Matthew Sermons - most are Mp3's

L M GRANT

Matthew 5 Commentary

DAVID GUZIK

Matthew 5 Commentary

DANNY HALL

Matthew 5-7 The Better Way
An Overview of the Sermon on the Mount
Matthew 5:3-10 The Pursuit of Happiness
Matthew 5:11-16 What Will Other People Think?
Matthew 5:13-16 Why Are You Here?
Matthew 5:17-20 Playing by the Rules
Matthew 5:21-26 Sticks and Stones
Matthew 5:27-32 Looking for Love
Matthew 5:33-37 To Tell the Truth
Matthew 5:38-48 To Err is Human, to Forgive Divine

JAMES HASTINGS - these are in considerable depth (10-15 pages each)

Matthew 5:3 The First Beatitude
Matthew 5:8 The Pure in Heart
Matthew 5:13 The Salt of the Earth
Matthew 5:17 A Conservative Reformer

ROBERT HAWKER
Matthew 5:1-12 The Beatitudes (See also)

Matthew 5:1-6 Jesus, Religion, and True Spirituality: A Look at Four Beatitude

Matthew Notes - well done notes

Matthew 5:1-3 Po In Spirit
Matthew 5:1-12 True Happiness
Matthew 5:4 Blessed Are The Mourners
Matthew 5:4 Happy Are The Unhappy
Matthew 5:5 Who Gets the Dirt?
Matthew 5:6 Hungering and Thirsting
Matthew 5:6 Crave God
Matthew 5:7 Thumbs Up?
Matthew 5:8 Only the Pure See God
Matthew 5:8 Blessed Are the Pure In Heart
Matthew 5:9 Are You A Peacemaker?
Matthew 5:9 Blessed are the Peacemakers
Matthew 5:10-12 Persecution
Matthew 5:10-12 They're Out To Get You
Matthew 5:14-16 The Light of the World
Matthew 5:14-16 Your Fist in a Bucket
Matthew 5:17-20 The Place of the Law
Matthew 5:17-20 The Two Parts of the Bible
Matthew 5:19-20 The Need For the Law
Matthew 5:21 Thou Shalt Not Kill
- Matthew 5:21-26 Murder and Anger
- Matthew 5:21-26 Grudges and Anger
- Matthew 5:23-26 Hooking Up
- Matthew 5:23-26 Contain Conflict
- Matthew 5:27-30 Lust and Adultery
- Matthew 5:27-30 Jesus on Adultery and Lust
- Matthew 5:31-32 The Integrity of Marriage
- Matthew 5:38-42 Cowards of the County
- Matthew 5:38-42 Getting Even - Retaliation
- Matthew 5:43 Secret Acts of Love
- Matthew 5:43-48 Love Your Enemies
- Matthew 5:43-48 Love Without Limits

BARRY HORNER

- Sermon on the Mount - Matthew (partial)

ROBERT HORTON

- Matthew 5-7 Devotional Commentary

H A IRONSIDE

- Matthew 5 Commentary

IVP COMMENTARY

- Matthew 5 Commentary - Craig Keener

JAMES JACKSON

- Matthew 5:23-25; 18:15-17 Jesus' Plan for Resolving Conflict
- Matthew 5:38-42; 26:50-54, 65-68 Room for Revenge?

JAMIESON, FAUSSET, BROWN

- Matthew 5 Commentary

S LEWIS JOHNSON

- Matthew 5:1-3 The Beatitudes I – From Poverty to Royalty
- Matthew 5:1-12 The Beatitudes II – Blessed Grief
- Matthew 5:5, Ps 37:1-11 The Beatitudes III - Blessed Meekness
- Matthew 5:6-8 The Beatitudes IV – Blessed Righteousness and Mercy
- Matthew 5:9-12 The Beatitudes V – Peace and Persecution
- Matthew 5:13-16 The Similitudes: The Salt of the Earth
- Matthew 5:17-20 The King, the Scriptures, and the Righteousness that Saves
- Matthew 5:21-32 Jesus on the Sins of Our Age

HAMPTON KEATHLEY III

- Matthew 5:13-16 The Subjects of the Kingdom and Their Influence in the World

WILLIAM KELLY

- Matthew 5 Commentary

STEVE KRELOFF - Messianic Pastor

- Matthew _Mp3 only

KEITH KRELL

- Matthew 5:1-12 Grand Reversals
- Matthew 5:13-16 Mission Possible
- Matthew 5:17-20 Above and Beyond
- Matthew 5:21-26 Stop the Killing Spree!
- Matthew 5:27-37 Keep Your Promises
- Matthew 5:38-48 Love Without Limits

PAUL KRETZMANN

- Matthew 5 Commentary

LANGE'S COMMENTARY

- Matthew 5 Commentary

DAVID LEGGE

- Matthew - Beatitudes
- Matthew 5:1-20 The Beatitudes
- Matthew 5:1-20; Ecclesiastes 2:10-11 What Is Happiness?
- Matthew 5:3 Blessed Are The Poor In Spirit
- Matthew 5:4 Blessed Are They That Mourn
- Matthew 5:5 Blessed Are The Meek
- Matthew 5:6 Blessed Are Those Who Hunger And Thirst After Righteousnes
- Matthew 5:7 Blessed Are The Merciful
- Matthew 5:8 Blessed Are The Pure In Heart
Matthew 5:9 Blessed Are The Peacemakers
Matthew 5:10-12 Blessed Are The Persecuted

JOHN LIGHTFOOT

Matthew 5 Commentary

WILLIAM LUCK

Matthew 5:31-32a The Teachings of Jesus on Divorce
Matthew 5:32b The Teachings of Jesus on Divorce

MARTYN LLOYD-JONES - articles

Introduction to the Sermon on the Mount
Matthew 5:3 Blessed are the Poor in Spirit
Matthew 5:10-12 Persecuted for Righteousness' Sake

JOHN MACARTHUR

Matthew 5-7 Examine Yourself - Marks of Salvation
Matthew 5:1-2: Happiness is... - Study Guide - click dropdown
Matthew 5:1-2: Happiness is...
Matthew 5:1-2: The Only Way to Happiness
Matthew 5:3: Happy are the humble - Study Guide - click dropdown
Matthew 5:3: The Only Way to Happiness: Be Poor in Spirit
Matthew 5:4: Happy are the Sad - Study Guide - click dropdown
Matthew 5:4: Happy are the Sad
Matthew 5:4: The Only Way to Happiness: Mourn Over Sin
Matthew 5:5: Happy are the Meek - Study Guide - click dropdown
Matthew 5:5: Happy are the Meek
Matthew 5:5: The Only Way to Happiness: Be Meek
Matthew 5:6: Happy are the Hungry - Study Guide - click dropdown
Matthew 5:6: Happy are the Hungry
Matthew 5:6 The Only Way to Happiness: Thirst for Holiness
Matthew 5:7: Happy are the Merciful - Study Guide - click dropdown
Matthew 5:7: Happy are the Merciful
Matthew 5:7: The Only Way to Happiness: Be Merciful
Matthew 5:8: Happy are the Holy - Study Guide - click dropdown
Matthew 5:8: Happy are the Holy
Matthew 5:8 The Only Way to Happiness: Be Pure in Heart
Matthew 5:9: Happy are the Peacemakers - Study Guide - click dropdown
Matthew 5:9: Happy are the Peacemakers
Matthew 5:9: The Only Way to Happiness: Be a Peacemaker
Matthew 5:10-12 The Only Way to Happiness: Endure Hardship 1
Matthew 5:10-12 The Only Way to Happiness: Endure Hardship 2
Matthew 5:10-12: Happy are the Harassed 1 - Study Guide - click dropdown
Matthew 5:10-12: Happy are the Harassed 1
Matthew 5:10-12: Happy are the Harassed 2 - Study Guide - click dropdown
Matthew 5:10-12: Happy are the Harassed 2
Matthew 5:13 You Are the Salt of the Earth
Matthew 5:14-16 You Are the Light of the World
Matthew 5:17 Christ and the Law, Part 1
Matthew 5:18 Christ and the Law, Part 2
Matthew 5:19 Christ and the Law, Part 3
Matthew 5:20 Christ and the Law, Part 4
Matthew 5:21: The Attitude Behind the Act - Study Guide - click dropdown
Matthew 5:21: The Attitude Behind the Act
Matthew 5:21-26: Who is a Murderer? - Study Guide - click dropdown
Matthew 5:21-26: Who is a Murderer?
Matthew 5:27-30: Who is an Adulterer? 1 - Study Guide - click dropdown
Matthew 5:27-30: Who is an Adulterer? 1
Matthew 5:27-30: Who is an Adulterer? 2 - Study Guide - click dropdown
Matthew 5:27-30: Who is an Adulterer? 2
Matthew 5:29-30: Man's Biggest Problem - Study Guide - click dropdown
Matthew 5 The Simple Gospel - Study Guide
Matthew 5:29-30: Man's Biggest Problem
Matthew 5:31-32 Divorce and Remarriage, Pt. 1
Matthew 5:31-32 Divorce and Remarriage 2
Matthew 5:31-32 Divorce and Remarriage 3
Matthew 5:31-32 Dialogue on Divorce
Matthew 5:33-37 The Spiritual Credibility Gap
Matthew 5:38 An Eye for an Eye, Part 1
Matthew 5:38-42 An Eye for an Eye, Part 2
Matthew 5:43-44 Love Your Enemies, Part 1
Matthew 5:43-48 Love Your Enemies, Part 2
Matthew 5:43-48 Love Your Enemies, Part 3
Matthew 5:43-48 The Ethics of the King

JAMES MCCULLEN - uses many illustrations

Matthew 3:7-12 The Display Of Religion Without Salvation.
Matthew 5:13-16 What are Good Works
Matthew 5:13 What Kind of Salt Will You Be
Matthew 5:14 Take Your Candle and Light the World
Matthew 5:13-16 Spiritual Salt and Light
Matthew 5:41 Smile on the Second Mile
ALEXANDER MACLAREN

- Matthew 5:1-16 The New Sinai
- Matthew 5:3 The First Beatitude
- Matthew 5:4 The Second Beatitude
- Matthew 5:5 The Third Beatitude
- Matthew 5:6 The Fourth Beatitude
- Matthew 5:7 The Fifth Beatitude
- Matthew 5:8 The Sixth Beatitude
- Matthew 5:9 The Seventh Beatitude
- Matthew 5:10 The Eighth Beatitude
- Matthew 5:13 Salt without Savour
- Matthew 5:14-16 The Lamp and the Bushel
- Matthew 5:17-26 The New Form of the Old Law
- Matthew 5:33-37 Swear Not at All
- Matthew 5:38-42 Non-resistance
- Matthew 5:43-48 The Law of Love

ROD MATTOON - excellent illustrations

- The Sermon on the Mount - Matthew 5:1-48 - 312 pages
- The Sermon on the Mount Volume 2 - Matthew 6-7 - 328 pages

BRYN MACPHAIL

- Matthew 5:1-10 Lucky Are The Unlucky
- Matthew 5:13-16 Let Your Light Shine!
- Matthew 5:38-48 Giving Your Shirt Away

COLIN MCDougALL

- Matthew 5:13-16 A Pinch of Salt in the Recipe for Persecution

J VERNON MCGEE

- Matthew 5 Commentary Mp3 Audios - Thru the Bible

GARY MEADORS

- Matthew 5 The Poor in the Beatitudes of Matthew and Luke

F B MEYER

- Matthew 5 Commentary
Matthew 5:14-16 (ODW)
Matthew 5:23-24 (ODW)
Matthew 5:41 (ODW)
Matthew 545
Matthew 5:19 (ODW)

HEINRICH A MEYER - Critical and Exegetical Commentary on the New Testament

- Matthew 5 Commentary

MIDDLETON BIBLE

- Sermon on Mount Notes

J R MILLER

- Matthew 5-7 Devotionals (scroll to bottom for index)

G CAMPBELL MORGAN - Commentary

- Matthew 5:1, 2
- Matthew 5:3-12
- Matthew 5:13-16
- Matthew 5:17-20
- Matthew 5:21-48

HENRY MORRIS - Defender's Study Bible study notes - well-done, conservative

- Matthew 5:1 - mountain his disciples
- Matthew 5:3 - Blessed poor
- Matthew 5:4 - mourn
- Matthew 5:5 - inherit the earth the meek
- Matthew 5:9 - peacemakers
- Matthew 5:10 - they which are persecuted
- Matthew 5:14 - set on a hill
- Matthew 5:17 - not come to destroy
- Matthew 5:18 - one jot or one tittle
- Matthew 5:19 - least in the kingdom
- Matthew 5:22 - Raca Thou fool hell
- Matthew 5:26 - farthing
- Matthew 5:31 - divorcement
- Matthew 5:37 - your communication
- Matthew 5:44 - Love your enemies
- Matthew 5:48 - perfect is perfect
ROBERT NEIGHBOUR

- Matthew 5 Commentary

TOMMY NELSON

- Matthew Sermons - over 100 Mp3's

NET BIBLE NOTES

- Matthew 5 Commentary Notes

PHIL NEWTON

- Matthew 5:1-3 The Blessing of Spiritual Poverty
- Matthew 5:4 The Blessing of Mourning
- Matthew 5:5 The Blessing of Gentleness
- Matthew 5:6 The Blessing of Hungering and Thirsting
- Matthew 5:7 The Blessing of Mercy
- Matthew 5:8 The Blessing of Purity
- Matthew 5:9 The Blessing of Peacemaking
- Matthew 5:10-12 The Blessing of Persecution
- Matthew 5:13 The Problem of Tasteless Christianity
- Matthew 5:14-16 The Power of Christians as Light
- Matthew 5:17-20 Christians and the Law
- Matthew 5:21-26 Righteousness and Relationships
- Matthew 5:27-30 Marital Purity
- Matthew 5:31-32 Jesus on Divorce
- Matthew 5:33-37 To Tell the Truth
- Matthew 5:38-42 Righting Wrongs
- Matthew 5:43-48 Great Love

JAMES NISBET - Church Pulpit Commentary

- Matthew 5 Commentary

JAMES ORR

- Matthew 5-7 Sermon on Mount-article in International Standard Bible Encyc

OUR DAILY BREAD

- Matthew 5:1-10
- Matthew 5:1-10
- Matthew 5:1-10
JOSEPH PARKER

- Matthew 5 People's Commentary
- Matthew 5:1-12
- Matthew 5:13-16
- Matthew 5:17-20
- Matthew 5:20
- Matthew 5:21-32
- Matthew 5:33-48
PASTOR LIFE SERMONS - multiple different preachers

- Matthew 5:10-12 Attitude Adjustment #8 - The Cheerful - J. Mike Minnix
- Matthew 5:11-12 The Price We Pay - Johnny L. Sanders
- Matthew 5:1-16 The Lesson of Discipleship and the Cost Involved - David E. Owen
- Matthew 5:1-3 Attitude Adjustment #1 - The Beggar - J. Mike Minnix
- Matthew 5:1-5 Victory Through Surrender - Adrian Rogers
- Matthew 5:17-20 You Had Better Get It Right - James Merritt
- Matthew 5:17-40 The Lesson of Discipleship and the Consecration Involved - David E. Owen
- Matthew 5:21-22 God's Prescription for Overcoming Anger - J. Mike Minnix
- Matthew 5:27-30 Fatal Attraction - James Merritt
- Matthew 5:3-12 A Radical Church Church -- Johnny L. Sanders
- Matthew 5:38-42 The Miracle Mile -- Adrian Rogers
- Matthew 5:4 Attitude Adjustment #2 - The Weeper -- J. Mike Minnix
- Matthew 5:43-47 How To Get Along With Difficult People -- J. Gerald Harris
- Matthew 5:45 The Necessity of Storms -- Alan Stewart
- Matthew 5:5 Attitude Adjustment #3 - The Waiter -- J. Mike Minnix
- Matthew 5:6 Attitude Adjustment #4 - The Seeker -- J. Mike Minnix
- Matthew 5:6 A Great Church Desires The Righteousness Of God -- Sammy Burgess
- Matthew 5:7 Attitude Adjustment #5 - The Merciful -- J. Mike Minnix
- Matthew 5:8 Attitude Adjustment #6 - The Watchful - J. Mike Minnix
- Matthew 5:9 Attitude Adjustment #7 - The Peaceful -- J. Mike Minnix

PETER PETT

- Matthew 5 Commentary

A W PINK

- Matthew 5 - Beattitudes
- Matthew 5-7 Sermon on the Mount - 318 pages

JOHN PIPER

- Matthew 5:1-12: Beattitudes & Gospel of the Kingdom
- Matthew 5:3-4: Blessed Are the Poor in Spirit
- Matthew 5:3-4: Blessed Are the Meek
- Matthew 5:6: Blessed Those Hunger for Righteousness
- Matthew 5:7: Blessed Are the Merciful
- Matthew 5:8: Blessed Are the Pure in Heart
- Matthew 5:8: Blessed Are the Peacemakers
- Matthew 5:10-12: Blessed Are the Persecuted
- Matthew 5:21-26: Getting Right w God & Each Other
- Matthew 5:43-48: Greatest of These Is Love
- Matthew 5:43-48: Greatest of These Is Love, Pt2

**EDWARD PLUMPTRE** - In Ellicott's Commentary for English Readers

- Matthew 5 Commentary

**MATTHEW POOLE**

- Matthew 5 Commentary

**PREACHER'S HOMILETICAL**

- Matthew 5 Commentary

**PRECEPTAUSTIN**

- Matthew 5:1-2
- Matthew 5:3
- Matthew 5:4
- Matthew 5:5
- Matthew 5:6
- Matthew 5:7
- Matthew 5:8
- Matthew 5:9
- Matthew 5:10
- Matthew 5:11
- Matthew 5:12
- Matthew 5:13
- Matthew 5:14
- Matthew 5:15
- Matthew 5:16
- Matthew 5:17
- Matthew 5:18
- Matthew 5:19
- Matthew 5:20
- Matthew 5:21
- Matthew 5:22
- Matthew 5:23
- Matthew 5:24
- Matthew 5:25
- Matthew 5:26
- Matthew 5:27
Matthew 5:28
Matthew 5:29
Matthew 5:30
Matthew 5:31
Matthew 5:32
Matthew 5:33
Matthew 5:34
Matthew 5:35
Matthew 5:36
Matthew 5:37
Matthew 5:38
Matthew 5:39
Matthew 5:40
Matthew 5:41
Matthew 5:42
Matthew 5:43
Matthew 5:44
Matthew 5:45
Matthew 5:46
Matthew 5:47
Matthew 5:48

RAY PRITCHARD

Matthew 5:1-3 The Making of a Disciple
Matthew 5:3-12 Do You Have the Courage to be Happy?
Matthew 5:4 Happy are the Sad
Matthew 5:5 The Right Stuff
Matthew 5:6 Full Stomachs and Empty Hearts
Matthew 5:7 What We Saw In India
Matthew 5:8 The Tragedy of Double Vision
Matthew 5:9 God’s Peace Corps
Matthew 5:10-12 The Blessing No One Wants
Matthew 5:13-16 The Salt and Light Brigade
Matthew 5:13-16 The Salt and Light Brigade (2)

PULPIT COMMENTARY

Matthew 5 Commentary (scroll down for Homilies)

ROBERT RAYBURN

Matthew 5:1-2 The Sermon on the Mount
Matthew 5:1-12 The Beatitudes
Matthew 5:3-16 The World's Salt and Light
Matthew 5:17-20 Christ and the Law
Matthew 5:21-32 True Righteousness
Matthew 5:21-47 The Law of Christ

REFORMATION STUDY BIBLE

- Matt 5-7
- Matt 5:1
- Matt 5:3
- Matt 5:4
- Matt 5:5
- Matt 5:6
- Matt 5:8
- Matt 5:9
- Matt 5:13
- Matt 5:14
- Matt 5:16
- Matt 5:17
- Matt 5:18
- Matt 5:20
- Matt 5:21
- Matt 5:22
- Matt 5:25
- Matt 5:29
- Matt 5:32
- Matt 5:34
- Matt 5:38
- Matt 5:39
- Matt 5:41
- Matt 5:43
- Matt 5:45
- Matt 5:48

AREND REMMERS

- Matthew 5:1-30 Sermon on the Mount

GRANT RICHISON

- Matthew 5:1f
- Matthew 5:3
- Matthew 5:4
- Matthew 5:5a
- Matthew 5:5b
- Matthew 5:6
- Matthew 5:7
- Matthew 5:8
- Matthew 5:9
- Matthew 5:10
- Matthew 5:11f
- Matthew 5:13
- Matthew 5:14
- Matthew 5:15f
- Matthew 5:17
- Matthew 5:18
- Matthew 5:19
- Matthew 5:20
- Matthew 5:21f
- Matthew 5:23f
- Matthew 5:27f
- Matthew 5:29f
- Matthew 5:31
- Matthew 5:32
- Matthew 5:33
- Matthew 5:34f
- Matthew 5:38f
- Matthew 5:40f
- Matthew 5:43f
- Matthew 5:45
- Matthew 5:46f

A T ROBERTSON

- Matthew 5 Word Pictures in the New Testament
- Matthew 5 Commentary

DON ROBINSON - transcripts, conservative

- God’s Rx for the Good Life - Matt. 5:1-12
- Three Fillings - Matthew 5:6
- A Bright Light In A Dark Place - Matthew 5:13-16
- Lights Out - Matthew 5:14-16
- Rewards: Now or Later? - Matthew 5:14-16
- Salt and Light - Matthew 5:13-16
- Let Your Light Shine - Matthew 5:14-16
- What do our works look like? - Matthew 5:16
- Going the Extra Mile - Matthew 5:41
ALLEN ROSS

- Matthew 5:1-12 The Beatitudes

GIL RUGH

- Matthew 5:1-5 Beginning the Beatitudes
- Matthew 5:6-9 Blessings for Believers
- Matthew 5:10-12 Persecution for Believers
- Matthew 5:13-16 Responsibilities for Believers
- Matthew 5:17-20 Christ's Relationship to the Law
- Matthew 5:21-26 The Heart of the Matter
- Matthew 5:27-32 Adultery in Heart and Deed
- Matthew 5:33-48 Jesus Addresses Abuses
- Matthew - Divorce on Trial - 25 pages

J C RYLE

- Matthew 5 Expository Thoughts - Commentary

JOHNNY SANDERS

- Sermon on the Mount - 103 pages

ROB SALVATO

- Matthew 5:1-10 Sermon on the Mount Part 1
- Matthew 5:1-12 Sermon on the Mount Part 2

STEVE SANCHEZ

- Matthew 5:17-20 Not to Abolish But to Fulfill

JOHNNY SANDERS

- Matthew 5-7- The Greatest Sermon Ever Preached - 103 pages

DAVID P SCAER

- Matthew 5-7 Theology of the Sermon on the Mount; (See also Beatitudes)

PHILLIP SCHAFF

- Matthew 5 Commentary
BRIAN SCHWERTLEY
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- Matthew 5:14 The Light of the World
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- Overview of the Sermon on the Mount: Matthew 1-7
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